Research Using UW-Madison Library System
Each campus library has a different focus

http://www.library.wisc.edu/libraries/libraries-by-subject/
Use a Subject Guide
Choose a Database (or databases)
• Boolean operators
  • AND   Combine (fewer results)
  • OR    Combine synonyms (more results)
  • NOT   Restrict terms (fewer results)
  • *     Multiple endings of words (more results)
  • ()    Use around OR (more results)
  • “”    Exact phrase (fewer results)

Search well
Filter Results

Article types
Clinical Trial
Review
Systematic Reviews
Customize ...

Text availability
Abstract
Free full text
Full text

PubMed Commons
Reader comments
Trending articles

Publication dates
5 years
10 years
Custom range...

Species
Humans
Other Animals

Clear all
Show additional filters
• Clinical Trial
  • Randomized
  • Double blind
• Systematic Reviews
• Review articles

Discern Results
• Abstract-check for match
• Complete article for answers to your question
Save those of value
• Review articles
• Identify patterns/Answers
• Write!

Review and Write